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Summary of scientific research
The main part of his research work was concerned with the structure of atomic nuclei. A recurrent
theme was the interplay between collective nuclear motion and the motion of the individual
particles (neutrons and protons) of which the nucleus is composed. His work in that area began in
1949 and soon afterwards he was joined by Ben R. Mottelson in a close cooperation that
continued over the years. Among the topics that occupied them were: 1) The occurrence of
rotational spectra as a striking consequence of nuclear deformation. The role of symmetry in the
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description of rotational spectra; 2) The role of correlations between pairs of nucleons that lead to
a superfluid phase of nuclear matter; 3) The analysis of the spectrum of quantal channels for the
fissioning nucleus passing over the saddle point; 4) The great variety of collective modes,
involving the spatial density of nucleons and the spin, isospin, and pairing variables; 5) The
development of a unified description of nuclear dynamics based on the coupling between particle
and vibrational variables; 6) The effect of angular momentum on nuclear properties and the study
of nuclear states with very high spin. In his final years his research activity was focussed on the
basis for quantum mechanics, in a joint effort with Ole Ulfbeck. The project centered on the origin
of indeterminacy and the related nature of the fortuitous basic events (clicks in counters), which
the probabilistic theory deals with. By a sharpened distinction between what happens on the
spacetime scene (experiences) and what concerns the symbolic formalism, quantum mechanics is
seen as having a fully abstract foundation, based on the representation of spacetime symmetry.
The notion of a particle, as an intermediary between source and detector is, thereby, eliminated,
as a remnant from classical physics, and the basic events are seen to come by themselves,
without a cause (genuine fortuitousness). Finally, in a joint project with Ben R. Mottelson and Ole
Ulfbeck, it was found that genuine fortuitousness, as described above, provided the principle
behind quantum mechanics. From this principle, which asserts that the basic event, a click in a
counter, comes without any cause, the formalism of quantum mechanics emerges, no longer
dealing with things (atoms, particles or fields) to be measured, but as the theory of distributions of
uncaused clicks that form patterns laid down by spacetime symmetry. The subject, thereby,
revealed itself with unexpected simplicity and beauty. The departure from usual quantum
mechanics was strikingly borne out by the absence of Planck’s constant from the theory. The
elimination of indeterminate particles as cause for the clicks, which the principle of genuine
fortuitousness implies, was analogous to the elimination of the ether implied by the principle of
relativity.
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